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Topic Break Down

Topic No. of Questions

Topic 1, Platform Features 10

Topic 2, Commerce and Accelerator 11

Topic 3, Data Modeling 8

Topic 4, Platform Basics 8

Topic 5, Customer Experience 9

Topic 6, Search and Navigation 8

Topic 7, Orders 9

Topic 8, Backoffice and Backoffice Cockpits Modifications 4

Topic 9, User Management 4

Topic 10, PCM Basics and Price Modeling 4

Topic 11, Commerce Cloud and Cloud Portal Basics 5

Total 80
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QUESTION NO: 1

When a customer places an order using the default order management system, at which of the following stages does the 
fulfillment process send the notification that the order has been placed?

A. At the first stage of the fulfillment process

B. After the order has been fraud checked

C. After the order has been completely sourced

D. After the payment has been processed

ANSWER: D 

QUESTION NO: 2

What is the purpose of the dynamic forms in the Backoffice?

A. To provide a dynamic layout of the wizards in the runtime using drag and drop

B. To provide dynamic client-side validation of web forms

C. To provide dynamic behaviors to the user interface of the Backoffice applications

D. To provide a dynamic extension of type definitions in the SAP Commerce platform

ANSWER: C 

Explanation:

Reference: https://help.sap.com/viewer/5c9ea0c629214e42b727bf08800d8dfa/1905/en-
US/8bb48c3e86691014ba23af134a9a1c1b.html#:~:text=The%20dynamic%20forms%20functionality%20was,UI%

2FUX%20in%20the%20Backoffice

QUESTION NO: 3

What is the effect of the redeclare attribute within an itemtype definition?

A. It can be used to change the class of an itemtype.

B. It can be used to change the deployment table of an itemtype.

C. It can be used to change the name of an attribute.
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D. It can be used to change the definition of an attribute on a subtype of the declaring itemtype.

ANSWER: D 

Explanation:

Reference: http://javainsimpleway.com/redeclare-in-items-xml/

QUESTION NO: 4

SAP Commerce Cloud provides a batch package that enables automated importing of data from hot folders.

What Spring project is the hot folders feature based on?

A. Spring Cloud Data Flow

B. Spring Integration

C. Spring Data

D. Spring Batch

ANSWER: D 

Explanation:

Reference: https://help.sap.com/viewer/73ab63e258cc488ab38957de9eb63580/SHIP/en-
US/301400df0c2441f98d785188a971c0ba.html

QUESTION NO: 5

You are building a solution for an insurance company with agents and insurance types. The agents have access to the 
customers’ information and to their insurance type. How do you set up the users’ rights? (Choose two.)

A. Configure a search restriction for insurance type, which takes the agent ID as a parameter.

B. Give access rights to customer and insurance types to the individual agents.

C. Create a user group for the agents, and set access rights to customer and insurance types.

D. Configure and activate search restrictions per insurance type.

ANSWER: A B 

QUESTION NO: 6
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What attributes can you set for a SearchRestriction? (Choose two.)

A. argumentType

B. currentUser

C. principal

D. restrictedType

ANSWER: B D 

Explanation:

Reference: https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/flexible-search-restrictions-sap-hybriscommerce-nuray-fahri

QUESTION NO: 7

What happens when you use a deployment tag in the items.xml file? (Choose two.)

A. All instances of the enclosing type are stored in the specified database table.

B. New item types are automatically deployed into their own tables.

C. The name of the deployment table is generated automatically.

D. The deployment typecode is used as part of the primary key (PK) of that type's item.

ANSWER: A D 

Explanation:

Reference: https://hybrisdiary.wordpress.com/2015/09/27/items-xml/

QUESTION NO: 8

Which of the following can prevent an item from being automatically reallocated to any other location? (Choose two.)

A. The item went out of stock and is NOT available from any other location.

B. The warehouse agent does NOT have sufficient permissions to reallocate.

C. The selected location has a temporary sourcing ban, and NO other locations are available.

D. The base store configuration does NOT allow consignment reallocation.

ANSWER: A D 
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QUESTION NO: 9

What must you always specify when you are creating a new Adaptive Search Profile? (Choose three.)

A. User

B. Index type

C. Catalog version

D. Index configuration

E. Category

ANSWER: B D E 

QUESTION NO: 10

You want to introduce a new ProductOption that can be used to convert a custom attribute from the Product model into a 
custom attribute of the ProductData object.

What is the standard way to do this?

A. • Define the new ProductOption in the beans XML file.
• Extend the existing ProductConverter to handle the conversion of the new ProductOption.
 

B. • Define the new ProductOption in the beans XML file.
• Implement a custom populator.
• Add the new ProductOption as a new key and add the populator as a value to the ProductConfiguredPopulator.
 

C. • Define the new ProductOption in the beans XML file.
• Include information about which model attribute should populate which attribute in the definition.
 

D. • Define the new ProductOption in the beans XML file.
• Implement a custom populator.
• Add the custom populator to the list of product populators.

ANSWER: D 

Explanation:

Reference: https://answers.sap.com/questions/13184061/productoptions-custom-attribute-conversion.html
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